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A  Unocal  Thailand  re-engineering  newsletter  about  upcoming  changes  in  how  we  conduct  our  I)usiness
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Unocal Thailand is facing a tremendous growth
opportunity.   Now is the time to secure our position
as the  single largest supplier of energy to the
Kingdom of Thailand, and at the  same time become
the leading business unit i,n Unocal.  We must act

quickly to  seize this  opportunity.

This opportunity to grow will be out of our reach
unless  we..

pty          attract significant capital --more than 1.4
billion dollars over the next five years --

from Unocal Corporation and our partners

ifr

tin

take full advantage of each other's skills
and experience  --Unocal Thailand's
human resources

outperform our competition in the Gulf
of Thail,and.

(eb-pps I 2)

It is natural for any company to set its sight on growth.
Thanks to additional field discoveries, Unocal Thailand
has laid down an ambitious production expansion plan for

the next several years, revolving around the crucial, second
gas trunk line to Rayong, which will come into service
around year-end.   By  1999, Unocal Thailand and partners
aim to make the most use of that pipeline and produce around
1.1  billion cubic feet of gas a day (BCFD) --a big 56% jump
in output from the level of 1994.
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However, we can't grow czf cz#y cosf --
we must maintain and even improve
our profitability.  Literally every

project must be done in the best way
possible.   Our challenge also lies in the
huge amount of physical work to be done to
prepare us for the opening up of Jakrawan
and Pailin.   To reach the  1.1-BCFD goal
and beyond, Unocal Thailand needs to be in
even better shape than it is today.   It was
also found that improvement can come in
the form of greater capital efficiency and
lower lifting expense.

ITOI

the past  14 years, Unocal Thailand

n     |aess?i:e:r:hdeu::: :F:abt::ta-Lk;a°sY:ndd°;e
intend to remain the leader for a long time.
Our gas output averaged 709, 747, and 704
million cubic feet a day for the past three
years, constrained only by pipeline capacity.
This constraint will end with the completion
of the second pipeline.

But
this does not necessarily mean the

u2,  g:Ld;:nay::h]: ::emr:nygau3±unt:;:e our
environment is getting tougher every day,
with more competing fuels, more
competitors, and more complex economic
factors.  Companies that cannot compete
will find it difficult to be profitable.  Inside
our company, we find that we also must
compete for funds from the corporation and,
frankly, sometimes our projects don't match
up in terms of profitability.  Our profit-to-
investment criteria have been steadily
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declining as our reserves become more difficult to
produce.   While this is a natural consequence as
fields are developed, it only underscores our need to
improve.
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In view of this challenge, 20 managers got together
in April  1994 to discuss the best way to enable
Unocal Thailand to attain its goals --to find out

how much the company can "stretch" its organization
for this purpose.   It was found that several forms of
improvement could indeed be made, e.g., adding
flexibility by pushing expense authority downward.
This was done in June.   Also, to provide employees
with a clear and common understanding of Unocal
Thailand's philosophy and direction, the company
issued a booklet in December containing the
corporate Mission, Vision, and Values along with
specific implications for Unocal Thailand.  For the
longer term, communications processes should be
improved, training and career development programs
need attention, and cultural differences should be
dealt with more effectively.  These moves are
currently under way.

in
study team found that the best way to go
about the major task of improving Unocal
Thailand's efficiency and productivity was to

use a management method called Business Process
Re-engineering (BPR).  A project team consisting of
the company's own professionals and a team from
Booz-Allen & Hamilton, a consultant firm, went to
work.   Its mission was to find and address significant
opportunities for improving our processes and --if
necessary --our organization structure.
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in
fter months of identifying priorities and
thoroughly analyzing work processes and
organization, the team now has firm proposals

for change.   The next step is to detail the implemen-
tation plans and put the proposals into practice.
The work of detailing began in February.  Most
major changes should be in place around mid-year,
with several months of fine-tuning to follow.

These are business planning, field delineation and
development, and facility engineering.  The
AGENDA FOR CHANGE box and Figure A provide
greater detail about the key issues in these three
critical processes.

PROCESS  PRIORITIES
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th             Be focus  the  planning   process  from

maximizing   gas   volume   and   individual

project  economics  to   maximizing  the

financial  value  of  assets  across  the

Company

More  accurately  assess  the  risk

associated  with  reserves  development

Manage  flow   rates  from  various  wells

and   optimally  schedule   capital

investments,   and

Better   prioritize   geological   and

geophysical  work  so  that  reserves  are

progressively  delineated   on  the   path

to  development.

I
deally,   the   company  will   do   only  the   delineation

work  required  to  give  a  high   degree  of

confidence   in   the   ultimate  development   plans.

In   modifying   our  approach   to   this   critical   work,

platforms  will   be   set  and   development  wells

drilled   with   the   highest   degree  of  confidence  and

with   appropriate   lead  times  to   allow  optimum   use

of  personnel   and   equipment.

©EELmEdiITfl©m  dim©  ©EWBfl±©ifmEmIT

th            Manage  risks  systematically  through

more  rigorous  technical   evaluations  before

locating   platforms   and   drilling   wells

ib

ib

NI

Know  reserves  and  their  levels  of

certainty  better,   and

Give  professional  staff  enough  time  to

specialize   by  field,   rather  than   moving

from   one  field  to   another.

ew  work  practices  should  eliminate  some

duplication   and   reworking   of  development

plans  and   increase  effectiveness   by  reducing   or

eliminating   changes   in   scheduling.

fidi@flmFTEm©mEEmm©

th            Make  systematic  and  uniform  design

decisions   by   reducing   uncertainty  and

steamlining   the   decision-making   process.

NI
nocal   Thailand's   new  organization   is   designed

to   ``leverage"   the   flow   of  information   from   field

operating   knowledge,   production   engineering,   and

project   specialization.     Starting   from   an   already

excellent  operation,  the  company  now  aims  for  more

efficiency  coupled   with   new  and   innovative   solutions,

yielding   higher-value   projects.
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maximize the benefit to be derived from the
re-engineering changes, the team also called
for other changes in teaming, information

technology (IT) capabilities, innovation, and career
development.    During the course of its work, the
team interviewed many employees and gathered
data for further analysis.  The findings were that
employees weren't used to working cross-function-
ally, i.e., getting things done in a "horizontal"
process that cuts through department boundaries.
This obstacle needed to be urgently removed.

in
t the same time, it found that IT requirements

needed to be more promptly responded to.
Also, innovative ideas had generally lacked

ownership and the sponsorship necessary to see
them through to timely completion.  And last but not
least, the team identified a need to further upgrade
career development for technical professionals and
managers, with a greater emphasis on development
of our national staff for the future.

business processes and organization structure.
PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE provides a broad
direction of the proposed changes.

C) TURN]NQ P©lNT
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achieve the company's new focus of maxi-
mizing the financial value of its combined
assets, a new planning process, involving

both executive management and operating manage-
ment working together in the "STRATEGY TEAM"
and "ASSET TEAMS," will be introduced.   See
Figure 8 .

FIRST-STAGE  TRANSITION  OPIGANIZATION

----------------
Note:     I.   Erawan/Baanpot

11.   Satun/Platong/Kaphong/Surat

Ill.  I akrawan/Funan/Gomin/FSU

IV.   Pailin   (future)

NI
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Admln[stratlve
Functlons

HES

•    Legal
•    Flnance
•    Admlnlstratlon
•     lnformatlon

Seivlces
•    T,alnlng

nder the re-engineered scheme, planning is
the key to better performance.   As a strategic
element in the new business process, planning

will be charged with market intelligence, development
scenario analysis, financial returns, innovation
imperatives, and executive support.   Simply put, it's
our business "nerve center".
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sible for formulating the overall action plans that the
asset teams and other operating units then carry out.
The asset teams will be key to providing the input to
this process.   Within this general framework, asset
teams have much greater control over their individual
work programs.

'Tl ltimately, Unocal Thailand will feature a flatter
organization, with the President in direct com-
mand of the strategy team and each asset team.

Each asset team will include professionals from the
geoscience and engineering disciplines needed to
enable it to do its job effectively.

SECOND-STAGE  TFtANSITION  OFIGANIZATION

Strategy  Team
Pl.esident

Operatlons Explo'atlon

Facl'Ity

Englneerlng  a
Constluctlon

NEW

Petroleum
Englneer]n8

Adm[nlstratlve

Functlons

®HES

•    Legal
•    Flnance
•    Admlnlstratlon

Servlce§
•     T,alnln8
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adjustments and build relationships.   This will not
only enable the company to keep its business of
gas and condensate production running at high
efficiency, but will also take advantage of 1995,
a relatively level production `year, to build our new
systems and get them "up and running."

new processes and organization

ey:tor:Cpt:=;Pwr±°Lyemto°v:eo¥::ktfhne8n:::1;ttahgeeand
then to the final stage, which would be the "flattest"
possible organization.  This final transition could
still be quite some time in the future and will be
possible only when all parts of the company are
functioning in an effective team environment.

IVEL©F©SjfflELS  F©R  @HfflINqE

©arfflmH££ ifR©@E££Ef should  be  changed  to  do  several  th.Ings.

H            Focus  the  company  on  maximizing  the  financial  value  of  its  combined  assets

ib

ib.

ib

ip.

Enable  it  to  assess  the  risks  of  development  options  based  on  rigorous

technical  work

AIIow  it  to  recognize  a  full  range  of  alternatives  for  adding   reserves  and

optimizing  flow  rates

Investigate  all  viable  options  to  determine  optimal  field  development  plans

AIIow  for  determination  of  technical  staff  resource  requirements,   especially  for  geologists

and  geophysicists,  based  on  development  plans,  and

(Continued   page   1o)
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4try             Tighten  control  of  engineering  projects  while  encouraging  innovation.

The  rev.Ised   ©m©dimflzdiFTfl©m  £IfmarGITarRE  should  --  through  greater  teamwork  --

achieve  the  following.

H            Elevate  and  broaden  the  business  planning  function

4E-            Establish  a  top  management  team  (called  the  "strategy  team")  to  drive

development  planning  across  all   producing  fields

qtr            Establish  "asset  teams"  to  be  responsible  for  development  optimization  at  the

field  level  and  to  direct  day-to-day  production  operations  more  independently.

Each  asset  team  is  responsible  for  field  development  and  operations  for  a

number  of  fields.     This  "focus"   is  expected  to  raise  the  overall  value  and

long-term  benefits  of  each  field

H            Give  the  Vice   President  of  Exploration  the  responsibility  for  bringing

development  projects  to  the  point  of  proven  commercial  viability,  and

dr             Consolidate  facility  engineering  authority.

rl[XT   ISSUE  AriD  DETorlD
th   lmplementation:    what,  when,  and  how

th   Handling  the  thanges  following  implementation

th   ^ore  about  strategy  team,  asset  teams,  and  other  units

ib   ^dtthin8  fa(es  with  new  positions

igiv    How  bpR  affetts  (areer  clevelopment

th   The  ultimate  organization  stru(ture

th   ^ore  questions  and  answers.
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Q
What  is  the  purpose  of  re-engineering?     How  will  it  benefit  the
company  and  employees?

"Fle-engineering"  describes  a  methodology  for  accomplishing  change.     How  a

company  applies  the  method  depends  on  what  it  wants  to  change.     Companies  in

America  and  Europe  have  used  re-engineering  to  make  their  companies  smaller  to

cope  with  shrinking  markets.     For  that  reason,   re-engineering  has  often  acquired  a

reputation  as  a  management  tool  to  justify  employee  layoffs.     However,   re-engineering

of  work  processes  means  eliminating  duplication,   increasing  efficiency,   reducing

wasted  energy,   and   improving  quality  of  work.

We  are  using  re-engineering  to  change  the  company  so  that  we  can  handle  the

projected  substantial  rises  in  daily  production  expected  between  now  and   1999.     If  we

can  accomplish  this  without  proportionately  large  increases  in  staff,  then  we'II  also

become  more  profitable.     This  is  our  goal  and  expectation.

Q If  after  the  re-engineering  exercise  the  team  finds  there  is  a  need
to  reduce  employees,  will  a  package  similar  to  VRP  be  provided?

First  of  all,  we  don't  expect  this  to  happen.     Unlike  some  other  companies,   unocal  is

re-engineering  for  GF30WTH,   not  for  SuF?VIVAL.

Two  things  have  become  more  certain:    PTT  is  committed  to  building  the  second

pipeline  and  construction  is  now  underway,  and  we  do  believe  that  the  Pailin  field  can

be  developed  commercially.     We're  planning  our  business  around  both  these  projects,

and  expect  that  the  key  challenge  of  the  next  4-5  years  will  be  controlling  staff

growth,  not  planning  staff  reductions.
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This is a turning point for us. An opportu-
nity like this comes rarely, and if we miss
this one  now we  may not see  another.
Unocal Thailand has a history of rising to
meet challenges, and we  can do it again
through cooperation: working together in
new ways, more efficiently and effectively
than ever before.

We met critical challenges in the 80's
through innovation and efficiency in
technology;   for the 90's we  need
innovation and efficiency in business

processes and organiz,ation structure
as well.

Our business process re-engineering

(BPR) program has identified the critical
barriers to acl.ieving growth, and has
developed solutions:  changes to our
business processes and organization. The
team has not done this in a vacuum, but
with full support and involvement from
my management tbam and me, with input
from all parts of the organization.

Change is difficult, but as we meet the
growth challenge ahead, we all win.  As
Unocal Thailand grows, we will create a
rewarding future for every employee.

lf  certain  employees  can't  adapt  to  the  re-engineered  business
processes,  what  can  be  done  to  help  them?

The  re-engineered  business  processes  may  require  employees  to  use  new  skills  in

their  re-engineered  jobs.    As  the  re-engineering  team  develops  new  business

processes,  training   needs  will  be  identified  and  appropriate  training  will  be  provided.

Beyond  just  training  --  and  even  more  important  than  basic  training  --  the  transition

to  new  processes  will  be  controlled,  and  no  one  should  feel  that  they  can't  keep  up

with  the  changes.    This  project  is  not  a  race  to  become  a  new  company.     It's  a

long-term  exercise  to  promote  the  right  changes  for  unocal  Thailand.    Time  will  be

made  available  for  employees  to  understand  the  goals  of  the  project  and  participate  in

the  changes  that  affect  their  area  of  the  company.

We  expect  the  changes  to  be  both  exciting  and  career-expanding.

TeamuoTk            iEb              [ffeclivene55          iHb        €Toulh

Produced   I)y  Ofrice  of  the  President  and  Public  Relations  Department



Memorandum

UN0IAL®

March 27,  1995

TO:            AIl employees

FROM:     Bric[n w. G. Marcotte

It's been seven months nou] si,nee we louibched our effort to prepare oui. coiiLpaiLy
for long-term grou)th.  'I'he first ph,ase of the Busiiuess Process Re-eiLgiiLeeriibg
Project, or `BPR" for short, u]as coinpleted, tn Jc[]buary, ujh,en the project
recommeirdati;oirs were accepted by the mct]LagemeiLt team all,d iiLe. DetalliiLg,
theib impleinentiibg the recoi"neibded chaibges coiiLes iLext.  I'm sure thcLt as a
member of the Uirocal Thailcind i,earn, you're eager t,o learn about the forthcomiiLg
choiLge in our orgairization -- especicblly u]hat it will iiLean to you.  We ujill do our
best to ci,iuswer all your questioiLs.  But above all, u]e u)aiLt you to uitderstaibd the
cooperation u)e'll Tueed to give oTLe cbii,other to make t,he traibsition smooth.  We're oib
our way cLnd iueed eueryoiue to be coiiunitted, to u)h,cLt u)e're doiibg.

A iuewsletter called TURNING POINT h,cLs been creat,ed to help explain the
chaibges that are coiiinbg.  'I'he ibaine "TURNING POINT" sigiLifies our sigibiftccLiLt
transformatioib iibto a whole ibew orgairizatioib wi,th a whole ibeu) work process ai.d,
way of mctlungiibg our resources.  TURNING POINT will al,so d,esci`ibe chaiLges in
employee traiibing and career deuelopmeiLt practices, uJhich will form a major part
of post-BPR employee deuelo|)meiLt.

I'ue often irwited, you to share your ui,ews with i,he BPR t,earn cLii,d, coil,tri,bute to the
choibges.  Mc[]by of you have d,oiue so, cLitd I'm repeatiibg t,Iris offer h,ere.  If you have
aib idea or recoiiuiLeirdation for helpiiLg th,e imple"eibtcbtioiL of the upcomiiLg
cluniLges, please let ine or airy member of the teain hibow, aibd we'll address it
accordilbgly --ilo TURNING POINT, i,ib future meetiibgs, or both,.

My mcbna8emeibt team aibd I cbre coiiLiiLitted to eibsuriib8 I,hat tlve chaib8es will
beTLeftt each of you aibd, Uibocal TItailaird.  As I scbi,d i,ib iii,y I,etter to you in ALugust
last year, I'ue set a goal of h,elpiibg each of you becoiiLe a belt,er cLitd iiLore coiLftdeibt
employee --a member of the wiibniiLg teaiiL.  Let's work together through this
e±citing cholleiLge aiLd, reach for our goal of prochiciibg  1.1 bi,lli,on cu,bi,c feet a dry
by  1999 through, ualue-crddi]bg grou]th, effectiueibess, cLii,d t,eaiiLu)orh.   Our plcms
ci,re ibow set to i,urn our visi,on i,ii,to reality.  I hibou) thi,s caib be doll,e.


